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Abstract: The evolution of crack tip displacement and strain fields during uniaxial, room temper-

ature, low cycle fatigue experiments of Nickel superalloy compact tension specimens were measured 

by a digital image correlation approach and were further used to validate a cyclic plasticity model 

and corresponding deformation calculations made by a finite elements methodology.  The experi-

mental results provided data trends for the opening displacements and near crack tip strains as 

function of cycles.  The calculated full field deformation data were then used to validate the corre-

sponding results obtained by a confined crack tip plasticity model which was calibrated using stress-

strain measurements on round-bar specimens.  This type of direct comparison demonstrated that 

the computational model was capable to adequately capture the crack opening displacements at 

various stages of the specimen’s fatigue life, providing in this way a tool for quantitative cyclic 

plasticity model validation.  In addition, this integrated experimental-computational approach pro-

vides a framework to accelerate our understanding related to interactions of fatigue test data and 

models, as well as ways to inform one another.  
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1. Introduction  

The topic of fatigue crack growth characterization, quantification and modeling has been active in 

the field of mechanics for several decades.  By evaluating crack initiation and growth, it is possible 

for example to predict the degradation of machinery components due to stress corrosion and fatigue1.  

In the case of metals subjected to cyclic loads, microstructure-specific ‘short’ cracks eventually nu-

cleate near persistent slip bands, at grain-scale plastic strain/stress localization sites, e.g. grain 

boundaries, or near coarse particles, inclusions and porosities.  Further cyclic loading is possible to 

lead to the formation of one or more ‘long’ cracks the growth of which ultimately leads to failure2, 

3.   Several related investigations have focused on the fatigue limit, number of cycles to failure, mean 

stress/strain evolution and effects of applied loading on hysteresis loops4-6.  Ex situ microscopy was 

implemented in some7-10, and in situ in others11 to observe microstructure related phenomena.  Fur-

thermore, contributions in examining the evolution of the fatigue process have been provided by 

nondestructive evaluation  including neutron diffraction12-14, high energy X-rays15, Acoustic Emis-

sion16-18 and Digital Image Correlation (DIC)19, 20.  In addition, several recent experimental ap-

proaches have reported the use of in situ loading devices, allowing high magnification imaging of 

miniaturized specimens in both room and high temperature conditions21, 22.  

In this context, strain mapping at various length scales and its relationship to both microstructural 

features and mechanical behavior has been greatly advanced over the past years through the use of 

optical, non-contact full field measurement techniques, capable of measuring 2D and 3D surface 

deformations23-30.  In DIC, the object is typically viewed by a pair of high resolution digital CCD 
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cameras.  The 3D image correlation stems from the combination of two-camera image correlation 

and photogrammetry.  A random or regular pattern with good contrast is applied to the surface of 

the test object, which is monitored continuously as it deforms, while surface correlation areas known 

as facets or subsets (typically 5-20 pixels squared) are tracked with sub-pixel accuracy. DIC has 

been used to a wide range of applications and material systems31-34 to validate damage related phe-

nomena, as well as to offer experimental information in order to calibrate and/or validate compu-

tational models.  Related to fatigue crack growth on metals, there is an increasing activity reported 

in the literature in the past few years.  For example, El Bartali et al. implemented an in situ 

approach to obtain quantitative values of the fatigue surface damage in a two-phased alloy35.  Using 

this technique the authors monitored the evolution of damage micromechanisms and identified that 

microcrack initiation occurs at ferrite grain boundaries.  Hamam et al. analyzed fatigue crack dis-

placement fields in steel and estimated the associated elastic fields through an integrated approach36.   

Carroll et al. correlated two full field DIC methods with microscale analysis offering a multiscale 

approach to study fatigue crack growth in titanium37.  Later, they combined high resolution DIC 

data with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements to quantify the accumulated plas-

tic strain fields associated with the propagation of a fatigue crack in a Ni-based superalloy38.   

Abuzaid et al. employed high resolution DIC to correlate early localizations of plastic strains during 

loading with the appearance of micro-cracks on polycrystalline Hastelloy X39 specimens.  Vanlanduit 

et al. proposed a post-processing algorithm for the identification of the crack length and the stress 

intensity factor as a function of fatigue cycles28.  Finally, Mathieu et al. conducted fatigue experi-

ments on titanium samples and developed crack propagation laws based on DIC data40, 41. 
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On the other hand, modeling crack growth under fatigue loading has been a challenging computa-

tional mechanics topic.  In the general case, the problem is nonlinear (elasto-plastic) with reversed 

plasticity complicated by crack closure and branching effects.  Therefore, intensive computational 

work with specific emphasis on mesh sensitivity and convergence issues has been reported.  Difficul-

ties encountered in the modeling of fatigue problems are discussed, for example, by McClung & 

Sehitoglu42, 43.  Typically, crack growth schemes consist of releasing nodes ahead of the crack tip.  

However, the way node(s) “release” and the assumed crack tip “advances” varies in the literature44.  

Most of the proposed models use standard finite elements based on stress intensity defined crack 

propagation laws1, 45, 46.  For example, Nguyen et al. imposed a cohesive law to model fatigue crack 

growth achieving steady crack growth45.  Other approaches are based on the extended finite element 

method47, 48.   Another class of computational fatigue investigations are those that combine some 

experimental technique (e.g. DIC) with a modeling method to enhance the latter with some physical 

information.  Such studies could be further separated in two groups: a) those49 that DIC is used to 

offer inputs that calibrate the model by extracting experimental information e.g. critical displace-

ment or plastic strain, and b) those20, 31, 50, 51 that use DIC to evaluate a numerical approach by 

comparison of some outputs e.g. displacement/strain fields in relation to stress intensity factors and 

crack size.  Focusing on fatigue applications on metals, there is a limited number of investigations 

relying on DIC measurements used to validate computational methods52, 53 that include both a cyclic 

plasticity law formulation and its numerical implementation.  

In this article, an integrated experimental and computational approach is presented for Nickel sup-

eralloy compact tension specimens under fatigue loading.  Experimental information obtained by 
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post-processing full field DIC data was used to validate a confined crack tip plasticity computational 

model.  The constitutive law used in the computational model was defined by using previously 

obtained data of uniaxial tests on round specimens.  The results presented herein demonstrate that 

the integrated approach requires limited computational resources and provides satisfactory compar-

ative results for the near crack tip plasticity and its evolution as a function of fatigue life. It should 

be noted that the current investigation was conducted using US customary units and therefore all 

graphs and tables were prepared under this convention. However, to enable the reader to follow our 

study, SI units followed by their US equivalent in parentheses are used throughout the manuscript.  

2. Methodology 

2.1. Experimental setup 

In the experimental portion of this study, compact tension samples were machined, as shown in Fig. 

1a, with dimensions following ASTM E1820.  The material was a Nickel superalloy with yield 

strength of 1213 MPa (176 ksi) at 0.2% offset, Young’s Modulus of 219.9 GPa (31.9 Msi), Poisson’s 

ratio of 0.3 and density of 27,680 kg/m3 (14.15 lb/in3)54.  Prior to fatigue crack experiments, a similar 

setup was used in accordance to ASTM E1820 to grow pre-cracks of approximately 60 mils (1.52 

mm), which were monitored using the DIC system with a field of view (FOV) of 10 mm x 8 mm 

(393.70 mils x 314.96 mils).  

The fatigue parameters utilized included a frequency of 10 Hz, an R-value of 0.05 and a maximum 

load of 3.59 kN (808 lbf) calculated based on a stress intensity factor of 16.48 MPa·m1/2 (15 

ksi·in1/2).  Subsequently, the specimens were tested at a speed of 0.33 Hz and the same R-value as 

the pre-crack test but the maximum load was calculated based on initial stress intensity factor.  The 
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stress intensity factor range, ΔK, for the first sample reported in this article was equal to 21.98 

MPa·m1/2 (20 ksi·in1/2) over a period of 6,500 cycles and 32.97 MPa·m1/2 (30 ksi·in1/2) over 17,858 

cycles for a total of 24,358 cycles resulting in a crack growth of approximately 4.70 mm (185 mils), 

while the second sample was fatigued for 6,000 cycles under a stress intensity factor range of 49.45 

MPa·m1/2 (45 ksi·in1/2), which produced a final crack length of 4.37 mm (172 mils). 

In order to monitor the crack growth and associated surrounding displacement and strain fields, the 

setup included a DIC system from GOM ARAMIS 3D (shown in the dashed line box in Fig. 1b) 

that consisted of a 5-megapixel stereo camera system with a peak acquisition of 30 frames per 

second.  The two specimens were analyzed at the same exposure time of 36 ms and at two different 

FOV which were calibrated for 50 mm (1.97 in) lenses by adjusting the working distance, camera-

to-camera distance and angle, while the lighting conditions were selected using recommended set-

tings provided by the manufacturer.  Sample one was adjusted to a 485 mm (19.09 in) working 

distance with 176 mm (6.93 in) camera separation which resulted in a camera angle of 26.2º after 

calibrating for a FOV of 65 mm x 55 mm (2.56 in x 2.17 in).  In the case of sample two, the FOV 

was reduced to 25 mm x 21 mm (984.25 mils x 826.77 mils) which corresponded to a working 

distance of 250 mm (9.84 in) and a camera separation distance of 74 mm (2.91 mils). The calibration 

process for both setups consisted of a few images of a calibration block for at least 13 different 

positions relative to the cameras under acceptable focus and lighting.  A speckle pattern was spray 

painted on the sample (shown in Fig. 1d) to create a contrast on the images for tracking and 

measuring purposes while the sample was mechanically loaded.  Prior testing, the sensitivity of the 

setup was measured resulting in ±4µm (0.16 mils) for displacement and ±400µm/m (15.75 
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mils/39.37 in) for strain for both samples and a resolution of 22 µm/pixel (0.87 mils/pixel) for 

sample one and 13 μm/pixel (0.051 mils/pixel) for sample two.  The two samples utilized a facet 

size (i.e. subset size) of 19 pixels and a step size of 12 pixel. The mechanical and optical systems 

were interconnected via analog to digital inputs to allow recording of the load range and directly 

relate this with specific images, as well as to permit inputs of the customized image acquisition 

process since images were acquired only at peak load values based on an in-house script that searches 

for load and cycle number to enable recording of DIC data.  This acquisition algorithm recorded 

images for the first 100 cycles and then it recorded one image for every 100 fatigue cycles. 

The DIC related images recorded from both samples had sufficient resolution to allow the extraction 

of displacement and strain values close to the crack tip. Such analyses were performed by using 

multiple point line profiles and/or two-point measurements (virtual gages) which were then com-

pared to the results obtained by the computational model (discussed in the following section). The 

way these two-point gages were defined is shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d and the representative 

details for their length and distance from the machined notch for sample two are reported in Table 

1.  It is important to note that the gages were not horizontally aligned since they were selected post 

mortem following the actual crack growth path on the surface. 

2.2. Cyclic plasticity constitutive model description and calibration  

Material testing and constitutive model calibration were carried out similar to the development 

described by Ismonov et al.55.  To calibrate the constitutive model, round bar specimens were tested 

to capture post yield response at different strain ranges.  The entire procedure is described in detail 
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by Ismonov et al., however, the main steps are described also herein for completeness. The round 

bar specimens were machined from a rolled alloy billet.  In order to calibrate a confined crack tip 

plasticity (CCTP) model, a constitutive law capable to capture cyclic stress-strain behavior was 

used.  Specifically, the material model adopted is a rate-independent version of the nonlinear kine-

matic hardening model developed by Chaboche56, 57.  The constitutive equations are based on linear 

isotropic elasticity, a von Mises yield function and the associated flow rule.  This model can be used 

to simulate the monotonic hardening and the Bauschinger effect and allows the superposition of 

several kinematic models or isotropic hardening models.  Details related to the model implementa-

tion are provided in ANSYS documentation58. 

The yield function in the Chaboche non-linear kinematic hardening model implemented in ANSYS 

is defined as 
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where iC  and ig  ( )1,2,...,i n=  are material parameters describing the kinematic hardening be-

havior, plDε  is the plastic strain increment tensor and pleD  is the equivalent plastic strain incre-

ment.  

Accordingly, the isotropic hardening behavior is captured by the following equation  

 ( )0 1
plpl b

yR R R e es e -
¥= + + -  , (4) 

where ys  is the initial yield strength, 0R , R¥ , b are material parameters that characterize the 

isotropic hardening behavior and ple  is the accumulated equivalent plastic strain.  

The material parameters for the Ni-based superalloy were calibrated using the PEZ optimization 

software (internal design tool of GE used for computer simulation design studies related to proba-

bilistic design and optimization) and are listed in Table 2.  In Fig. 2, a comparison between exper-

imental data and the constitutive model response is presented for an applied total strain ratio 

min max 1Re e e= = - .  Overall, the model prediction is satisfying although it is underestimating 

the plastic strain ranges.  

2.3. Computational approach 

A half longitudinal symmetry model was used as shown in Fig. 3.  The geometry (Parasolid format) 

is used to insert an edge crack at the tip of the machined notch and the resultant geometry is 

meshed afterwards for the following finite element analysis.  All pre-processing with meshes con-

taining cracks of different sizes were carried out in 3DFAS (GE proprietary tool59) using MeshSim 
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capabilities from Simmetrix, Inc60.  A typical mesh contains about 125,000 nodes and 70,000 ele-

ments.  All elements used were quadratic and the simulations were run in ANSYSTM.  Fig. 3a shows 

the overall geometry and the mesh of the model containing a 1.73 mm (68 mils) crack along with 

close-up of the mesh along the crack front containing 10 wedge-brick element layers.  The boundary 

conditions enforce the symmetry, the constraint along the loading direction in the pin hole and the 

rigid body motion as described in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c.  The loading is applied to the opposite pin-

hole.  The loading mission considers a cycle from zero to the maximum applied load and eventual 

contact between the crack faces is captured using contact elements.  It should be further noted that 

the crack is considered to be stationary (i.e. there is no crack growth).  

Further, a mesh sensitivity study was conducted to verify that the relative crack face displacements 

and the strain gradient ahead of the crack converge with respect to increased mesh refinement. A 

description of the mesh control parameters as well as the location of paths along which the strain 

gradient was extracted from are provided in Fig. 4a. The mesh at the crack tip uses one angular 

layer of wedge elements followed by several radial layers of brick elements and the rest of the volume 

is meshed using tetrahedrons. The compatibility between hexahedron elements and the free tetra-

hedron mesh is provided by pyramid elements. The number of elements along the crack front, radius 

of the brick layers, number of wedge elements at the crack tip, mesh size on the crack surfaces are 

fully controlled by the user59 and all elements are of quadratic type. Four different models were used 

for a crack length of 4.37 mm (172 mils) where only the mesh at the tip and along the crack surface 

was modified since we are interested in strain gradient in front of the crack and displacement along 

the crack faces. Mesh #1 (less refined) consisted of a crack face mesh size equal to 0.51 mm (20 
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mils), a crack tip mesh size of 66.04 µm (2.6 mils) and a tunnel radius element size of 63.50 µm (2.5 

mils). In Mesh #2, the crack face mesh size was refined to 0.25 mm (10 mils) and all other param-

eters remained the same. Mesh #3 was further discretized with the crack tip mesh size being equal 

to 33.02 µm (1.3 mils) and the tunnel radius element size equal to 25.40 µm (1 mil). Finally, in 

Mesh #4 (more refined), the crack face mesh size was decreased to 0.13 mm (5 mils). In all cases, 

12 wedge elements were used. The results of the four simulations are post-processed in a similar 

manner as described in Section 3.3. As it can be observed in Fig. 4b, all four meshes provide very 

similar results for the relative displacement top bot
y y yu u uD = -  and strain quantities (εyy) indicating 

solution convergence. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Experimental results  

The fatigue crack size was verified by acquiring various images at different magnifications using an 

Olympus BH-2 optical microscope.  Fig. 5 shows the front and back view of sample one in addition 

to its corresponding microscope images at 50x magnification around the machined notch. The optical 

images are a cropped view showing a 1.32 mm (52 mils) long crack compared to the total crack 

length of 4.70 mm (185 mils).  Such optical images confirmed the crack size obtained by the DIC 

system.  Moreover, the microscope images also showed that the crack tunneled symmetrically 

through the thickness of the sample and in a relatively horizontal manner. A similar qualitative 

study was performed for sample two to verify the crack characteristics.  In addition, both samples 

were evaluated quantitatively using the DIC displacement and strain fields around the crack.  Fig. 
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6 provides the full-field displacement contours in addition to displacement profiles behind and ahead 

of the crack tip which could be potentially comparable to the computational model.  The full-field 

displacement contour as a function of cycles clearly shows the fatigue crack growth as the gradient 

widens with increasing crack length.  The contours also show that, even though, the load is increased 

after 6,500 cycles (i.e. by increasing the stress intensity range from 21.98 MPa·m1/2 to 32.97 

MPa·m1/2 (20 to 30 ksi·in1/2)) the displacements increase only slightly up to 10,000 cycles. 

This trend is depicted more evidently by plotting the line profiles ahead and behind the crack tip 

illustrated in Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c, respectively.  In Fig. 6b, the path lines are at a distance ahead of 

the crack tip compared to those in Fig. 6c in which the two path lines are behind the crack tip. 

Moreover, the top and bottom arrays, shown Fig. 6a and plotted in Fig. 6c, are far from the plastic 

zone.  These displacement data arrays capture similar deformation results to that of an elastic 

analysis depending on the distance from the crack tip and DIC gage length.  However, by decreasing 

the FOV, thus increasing the resolution in sample two, narrower path lines, which were closer to 

the crack tip, were achieved and extracted for comparison to the model (shown in Fig. 12). Both 

these types of DIC data extraction characterize the displacement close and far to the crack tip as 

function of cycles.  Notice that by having these results, the rate of displacement can be calculated 

as a function of increasing cycles.  Furthermore, it is clearly seen that regardless of the load increase 

the displacements are steadily increasing on average at a rate of 0.127 μm/cycle (0.005 mils/cycle) 

near the crack tip.  This fact suggests that the displacements are increasing relatively in linear trend 

with respect to number of cycles.  In the case of the values behind the crack tip, a similar behavior 

is observed even for the displacements further away of the machined notch, i.e. for the bottom array.  
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The same type of analysis was implemented to sample two in addition to using a two-point gage at 

the machined notch to confirm this linear trend in the displacements and to analyze the effects of 

applying a higher load and stress intensity range.  

An additional parameter, which could potentially provide more insightful information about the 

fatigue crack growth, is the calculated strains from the measured displacements.  Fig. 7a shows the 

full-field maps of the strain with increasing number of cycles.  The full-field contour plots with a 

fixed legend provide additional information and a method to track the crack tip by identifying 

gradient in the displacement.  It can be observed that the area gradient in the displacement, shown 

previously, reveals a plastic wake around the crack faces.  This high strain concentration is partially 

a calculation artifact since there is a discontinuity present and its magnitude varies depending on 

the facet and step size.  By extracting a strain point value around the machined notch, the strain 

evolution of the plastic wake can be analyzed, as shown in Fig. 7b.  The evolution of strain depicts 

an evident change in rate after 10,000 cycles by increasing the stress intensity range.  

Correspondingly, the strain line profile ahead of the machined notch was extracted to evaluate its 

spatial distribution around the plastic wake.  Fig. 7c portrays the shift of this high concentration 

area from 3.56 mm to 5.08 mm (0.14 inches to 0.20 inches) with strain values that go from 1.2 % 

to 3.7% over the period of 24,358 cycles.  This exponentially increasing strain also depicts that for 

higher cycles the strain plateaus near the machined notch.  Such behavior could be associated to 

the discontinuity imposed by the crack.  By using both DIC measured displacement and strain 

fields, the crack was located and tracked which allowed to remove part of the computational artifacts 
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that caused high strain values.  Fig. 8a shows the shifted line profiles ahead of the crack tip of the 

strain for sample one. It can be seen that the new line profiles only increase from 0.12% to 0.375% 

with the same nonlinear increase near the crack tip.  In the case of Fig. 8b, the strain contours (i.e. 

in the loading direction, Y global coordinate system direction) without any post-processing filter 

show clearly the location of the crack tip and the surrounding plastic wake.  It can also be seen that 

the maximum strain values (see in the color bars) increase from 0.25% to 0.38% following the same 

trend as the results in the extracted profile lines.  Although this was a refined evaluation of the 

strains, the results still depend on facet and step size due to the fact that this is a calculated 

parameter.  In addition, the strain values near the crack tip are not as reliable since these are 

associated to the singularity associated with the discontinuity in the field.  Therefore, the values 

used herein to compare the computational to experimental results are two-point measurements near 

the crack tip instead of single points. 

3.2. Modeling results  

The computational model described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 was employed to analyze the two spec-

imens at various stages or their fatigue life.  Following the experimental data for the second sample 

that indicates a crack of 4.37 mm (172 mils) after 6,000 cycles and an applied maximum loading of 

9.79 kN (2,200 lbf), a finite element model was prepared to represent these conditions.  In Fig. 9, 

representative plots for the displacement field yu , the total strain yye  and stress yys  at maximum 

load at 1000 cycles are presented.  A crack size of 1.85 mm (73 mils) was identified at this stage 

from the DIC data and implemented to the finite element model. The displacement field shows the 
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expected uniformity along the y axis. The solution is smooth around the crack tip, the notch and 

the pins, which shows that the mesh is well refined around these high stress concentration areas.  

The normal strain component yye  plot shows accumulated plasticity near the crack tip region.  The 

strain level is relatively low since the plot is from the early stages of the fatigue loading.  The model 

is not able to capture the crack plasticity wake since the crack is imposed at a certain stage of the 

sample’s fatigue life and not grown. 

The normal stress component yys  plot is shown for completeness.  This quantity cannot be evaluated 

with DIC so a direct comparison with experimental data is not feasible.  Finally, it is noted that 

the model is 3D and therefore out-of-plane strain and stress components can be resolved.  

3.3. Validation of the cyclic plasticity model 

In this section a comparison between the experimental and modeling approaches is attempted to 

validate the cyclic plasticity model.  To this aim, both experimental and computational results from 

the second sample are presented and discussed.  In Fig. 10 contour plots of the displacement field 

yu  are given at different fatigue cycles.  Fig. 10a corresponds to 1000 cycles while Fig. 10b to 6,000 

cycles.  On the left side of the figures, results from the computational model are provided and on 

the right the DIC data are visualized.  The FEM coordinate system has been changed to represent 

the actual experiment, that is, the bottom pin being pulled downwards.  Two path lines across the 

x-axis can be observed, which were used for data extraction.  Again, the crack size at any stage was 

dictated by the DIC analysis and implemented in the computational model.  Based on the results 
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in Fig. 10, it can be concluded that the numerical solution is in good agreement with the experi-

mental data.  Hence, at 6,000 cycles the displacement magnitude is augmented as expected.  

A similar plot for the total strain yye  field is given in Fig. 11.  The strain field is well resolved around 

the crack tip in the numerical solution whereas some noise is observed in the DIC measurements.  

This is attributed to the lower strain limit which was set equal to 0% in these plots. As it was stated 

earlier, the crack tip plastic wake is not captured by the model since the crack is not grown in the 

numerical solution. 

In order to validate the simulation results using the DIC measurements, two paths were defined to 

extract displacement gradients on the top and the bottom side of the crack tip.  For 1000 cycles, 

the two paths are located ~0.27mm (10.6 mils) apart and parallel with the crack surface. The path 

origin is the crack tip and therefore the total length is 1.85 mm (73 mils).  For 6,000 cycles the 

paths distance is ~0.27mm (13 mils) and their total length 4.37 mm (172 mils). 

Fig. 12a shows the experimentally measured and numerically evaluated relative displacements be-

tween the two paths at 1000 and 6,000 cycles.  The horizontal axis measures the distance from the 

crack tip towards the notch.  It is noticed that at 0x = , the relative displacement is nonzero since 

the paths are placed at a certain distance from the crack surface.  The displacement evolution at 

the crack tip location between the two stages of fatigue life is derived from the DIC data equal to 

1.19 mm (47 mils).  The trend of the opening displacement is nonlinear in the whole range.  The 

slope of the measured and the predicted values are similar except for the areas that the DIC values 

diverge.   
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At the plot that corresponds to 1000 cycles, the elastic solution was added (black line) to (i) em-

phasize that an elastoplastic model is needed to describe the near crack tip field, and (ii) verify that 

the two paths selected are indeed in the plastic zone.  Typically, for paths located away from the 

crack location, the localized plasticity does not affect the displacements and even a simple elastic 

solution produces the displacements.  As further distances from the crack tip, the two numerical 

solutions converge, that is, the elastic solution will be recovered by the elastoplastic model.  How-

ever, the waviness in the DIC solution reveals the need for more resolution.  The absolute error 

between the two approaches, defined as FEM DIC
y y yu u ud = D -D , is plotted in Fig. 11c.  It is 

observed that the error is generally below 5.08 µm (0.2 mils) at 1000 cycles and 10.16 µm (0.4 mils) 

at 6,000 cycles.  Also, a more accurate solution could be achieved by a better calibration of the 

constitutive model parameters. 

Next, the total strain yye  is extracted as an alternative way to validate the numerical predictions. 

The path lines used for the data extraction start at the crack tip and extend towards the crack 

growth direction.  The distance between the two paths is ~0.26mm (10.2) mils and their length is 

6.38 mm (251 mils) and 3.91 mm (154 mils) for 1000 and 6,000 cycles, respectively.  The comparison 

between the two approaches is given in Fig. 12b again for 1000 and 6,000 cycles. The strain at the 

crack tip is increased by 1% between these two stages as shown in the DIC data. At that region, 

some mismatch between the experimental data and the numerical prediction is observed.  This 

discrepancy could be attributed to the constitutive model used to capture the cyclic plasticity as 

well as the scatter associated with material response.  Away from the crack tip, the two datasets 
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match indicating that the model captures the elastic field correctly.  The variability in post yield 

material response can introduce additional mismatch between prediction and measured crack tip 

plasticity.  The numerical results were found to be closer to the DIC data for the 6,000 cycles 

comparison, however, a discrepancy was observed in the strain increase near the crack tip region 

compared with the 1,000 cycles dataset.  This behavior is depicted in the absolute error plot, where 

the error FEM DIC
yy yy yyde e e= D -D , is shown in Fig. 12c.  It should be reminded that the strain 

field is not directly measured in DIC but calculated from the measured displacements and hence it 

dependents on interpolation which potentially introduces additional errors.   

4. Concluding remarks 

In this article an integrated experimental-computational approach to simulate Mode I low cycle 

fatigue crack growth in Ni-based superalloy compact tension specimens was presented.  The fatigue 

damage evolution was monitored by Digital Image Correlation providing datasets to validate a 

confined crack tip plasticity model.  The model was calibrated using post yield stress-strain meas-

urements from round bar specimens and implemented in a 3D Finite Element code.  The approach 

considered stationary cracks whose length was identified by DIC at different fatigue life stages and 

therefore the model used was not computationally demanding while the obtained results showed 

good agreement with the experimental data.  Overall, the presented approach attempts to validate 

an approach to quantitatively describe plasticity effects near a growing crack and demonstrates a 

way to utilize rich measurement datasets obtained by full field methods in developing analytical 

and computational modeling related to fatigue.  
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Figure Captions 

 

Fig. 1: (a) CT specimen dimensions, (b) optic experimental setup (DIC) used to monitor Mode I 

crack growth, (c) measuring procedure configuration, (d) different gages used. 

 

Fig. 2: Stress-plastic strain data and material model prediction. 

 

Fig. 3: (a) Finite element mesh discretization and crack tip mesh refinement, (b) boundary condi-

tions description, (c) loading assignment. 

 

Fig. 4: (a) Mesh control parameters that can be adjusted by the user to perform a mesh sensitivity 

study and location of the two paths along which displacements and strains are extracted from, (b) 

relative displacements yuD  and strains yye  on the crack faces for the four meshes considered in the 

mesh sensitivity study. 

 

Fig. 5: (a) Front and back view of the damaged specimen, detailed front (b) and back (c) view of 

the crack growth.  

 

Fig. 6: (a) Displacement field evolution with loading cycles, (b) displacement profile as a function 

of distance from the crack tip, (c) crack opening displacement at various loading cycles. 

 



Fig. 7: (a) DIC results for strain fields as a function of loading cycles, (b) evolution of strain at the 

crack tip with number of loading cycles, (c) strain profile as a function of distance from the crack 

tip at different loading stages. 

 

Fig. 8: (a) Strain profile as a function of distance from the crack tip, (b) strain field evolution with 

loading cycles. 

 

Fig. 9: Contour plots at 1000 cycles for the displacement field yu , total strain yye  and stress yys  

at max load. 

 

Fig. 10: Comparison of model prediction (left) and DIC data (right) for the displacement field 

 ( yu ) for (a) 1000 and (b) 6,000 cycles. 

 

Fig. 11: Comparison of model prediction (left) and DIC data (right) for the total strain field ( yye ) 

for (a) 1000 and (b) 6,000 cycles. 

 

Fig. 12: (a) Comparison of elastic model, elastic-plastic model prediction and DIC data for the 

relative displacement yuD  along the loading direction on 1000 cycles (left) and 6,000 cycles (right). 

(b) Comparison of elastic model, elastic-plastic model prediction and DIC data for the total strain 

profile yye  along the loading direction on 1000 cycles (left) and 6,000 cycles (right). (c) Absolute 

error calculation for the displacement (top) and strain fields (bottom). 
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Table 1: DIC gages parameters (Fig. 1d) 

Gage number Gage Length [mils] 
Distance from ma-
chined notch [mils] 

1 43.5 0 

2 43.46 43.6 

3 43.5 92 

4 43.43 130 

5 43.43 158 
 

 

  



Table 2: Chaboche material model parameters 

T E [ksi] n  ys  

[ksi] 
1C  

[ksi] 1g  2C  
[ksi] 2g  0R  

[ksi] 
R¥  
[ksi] 

b 

70 F 3.19E4 0.3 121.46 6.45E3 69.91 2.29E4 264.45 1.05 5.46 2.46 
 




